The necessary and sufficient amount of entanglement required for cloning of orthogonal Bell states by local operation and classical communication is derived, and using this result, we provide here some new examples of reversible, as well as irreversible states.
I. Introduction
Nonorthogonal states cannot be cloned exactly [1] , whereas orthogonal states can. But multipartite orthogonal states can not be cloned only by local operation and classical communication (LOCC) in general without using entangled ancilla state, as otherwise that would imply creation of entanglement by LOCC. In this scenario, if one allows these far apart parties to share some known entangled states as extra resource in the form of blank copy state and machine states (we together call them as ancilla), cloning of othogonal multipartite (entangled in general) will be possible.
Through out this paper, we shall consider the four Bell states as:
(|00 − |11 ),
where one of the particles (i.e., one of the qubits) is held by Alice and the other is held by Bob. We show in section II that any two Bell states can be cloned by sharing just 1 ebit free entanglement in the ancilla state. Cloning of four Bell states is discussed in section III. This has been generalized, in section IV, for 1 → N copy cloning of Bell states. In section V, we provide some new examples of quasi-pure states. We provide some new examples of irreversible states, in section VI. We summarise our results in section VII.
II. 1 → 2 exact cloning of two Bell states
Now consider the simplest case where the state may be any two of |B i 's. If they share, as ancilla, two known ebits, they can first locally distinguish the above-mentioned two Bell states, and then they can locally transform the shared two ebit states to two copies of the corresponding Bell states. In fact, one can have the same result by one ebit of shared ancilla state (although the cloned state will remain unknown). How to acheive this? Let Alice and Bob share either |B 1 or |B 3 (see equation (1)). If they share (as ancilla) the known state |B 1 , then by applying C-NOT operation locally (where the qubit of unknown Bell state is the source and the qubit of the ancilla will be the target, for both Alice and Bob), they will share two copies of the unknown Bell state. The same result can be obtained (modulo some overall phases) for any two bell states from the set given in (1), by, first local unitarily transforming (or, expressing the local bases in terms of some other local bases) the two Bell states to the states |B 1 , |B 3 (expressed in the new basis), then making the local cloning of these later two Bell states (using 1 ebit of entanglement), and finally local unitarily transforming (or, expressing the local bases in terms of some other local bases) |B 1 ⊗2 and |B 3 ⊗2 to the respective two copies of the initially given set of two Bell states.
It is to be noted here that one ebit of shared ancilla state is necessary. If possible, let ρ be the shared bipartite ancilla state (where the entanglement of ρ is less than 1 ebit), for which, under LOCC, any two Bell states |B 1 and |B 2 (say) can be exactly cloned. Now consider the separable state ρ sep = 1 2
, shared between Alice and Bob. As exact cloning is here assumed to be possible, we must have
The final state has 1 ebit of distillable entanglement (across the Alice : Bob cut) [2] , while total initial state has less than 1 ebit of distillable entanglement -a contradiction. So, ρ must have at least one ebit of distillable entanglement. Above-mentioned argument can be directly generalized to show that (N − 1) ebits of free entanglement (i.e., distillable entanglement) in the shared ancilla state is necessary as well sufficient to have 1 → N exact cloning of any given set of two Bell states (given in (1)), by LOCC only [3] . This result immidiately shows that the distillable entanglement of ρ 
III. 1 → 2 exact cloning of four Bell states
Let us now come to the case where Alice and Bob has to clone one (but unknown) of the four Bell states, given in (1). It can be easily shown that if Alice and Bob share three ebits (i.e., three known maximally entangled states of two qubits), they can prepare two copies of that unknown state, locally. Because with one shared ebit, Alice can teleport her part (of the unknown Bell state) to Bob, and Bob can distinguish these four Bell states, and hence they can transform locally the rest two copies of the Bell states to the desired Bell states.
We now show that for cloning any one of the four Bell states, given in (1), locally, two ebits of shared ancilla state is necessary. Consider the state where two far appart parties Alice and Bob are sharing two copies of one of the four Bell states with equal probabilities. Thus the shared state is:
where Alice is holding the qubits A 1 , A 2 , while Bob is holding the qubits B 1 , B 2 . This state is interestingly separable in A 1 A 2 : B 1 B 2 cut [4] . If cloning of the four Bell states is possible with shared ancilla state ρ, by using LOCC only, we then have
The final state has 2 ebits of distillable entanglement [5] , and hence ρ must have at least 2 ebits of distillable entanglement. Now we are going to show that two ebits of distillable entanglement, in the shared ancilla state, is also sufiicient for exact cloning of the four Bell states. In order to do this, let us first consider teleportation of two-qubit states (locally) via the state ρ S , given in equation (2) . Interestingly, this state can also be written as
where the four qubits A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 might be far appart, where Alice(i) is holding the qubit A i , and similarly for Bob. Now we consider the teleportation of a two-qubit state shared between Alice(1) and Bob(1). Let Alice(1) and Bob(1) are teleporting their qubits to Alice(2) and Bob(2) respectively, using the same teleportation protocol, namely the standard teleportation protocol of Bennett et al. [6] , for exactly teleporting an unknown qubit through the channel state |B 1 . This teleportation can be represented in terms of the following maps (see [7] ):
where i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, and where σ
0 is the identity operator acting on the Hilbert space of the qubit A 1 , σ A 1 1 is the Pauli matrix σ x , acting on the Hilbert space of the qubit A 1 , etc., etc. Using this map, one can easily see that any Bell state (from equation (1)), shared between Alice(1) and Bob(1), can be exactly teleported to Alice(2) and Bob(2) [8] .
Consider now the following state of six qubits A i , B i (i = 1, 2, 3):
This state is a quasi-pure state [9, 10] . It has 2 ebits of distillable entanglement in the
, while it can also be created using 2 ebits of entanglement.
Here we are going to provide a simple preparation procedure of this state, starting from 2 ebits of free entanglement. Let Alice and Bob start with the following shared 2 ebit
). Now, with equal probability, Bob applies either nothing or he applies the Pauli matrix σ x on each of his three qubits. Next Alice and Bob both apply locally two consecutive C-NOT operations on their respective qubits, taking the third pair of qubits as target (for both of these two C-NOT operations), while the first two pairs of qubits will act as source. This will directly give rise to the state ρ (3) of equation (4). The two reduced density matrices of ρ (3) , corresponding to the subsets {A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 } and {A 1 , B 1 , A 3 , B 3 } are the same Smolin state ρ S . Thus if Alice(1) and Bob(1) jointly teleport (using the map given in (3)) the unknown Bell state, it will be reproduced both between Alice(2), Bob(2) as well as between Alice(3), Bob(3). Thus two ebits of shared ancilla state (shared between Alice's side (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ) and Bob's side (B 1 , B 2 , B 3 ) ) is sufficient to have the 1 → 2 cloning of one of the four Bell states, given in (1).
IV. 1 → N exact cloning of four Bell states
Interestingly 1 → 3 cloning of unknown Bell state, taken from the set given in (1), by LOCC, also requires 2 ebits of entanglement. If Alice and Bob share the following 8-qubit ancilla state ρ
, using the same procedure as above, they can have the desired 1 → 3 cloning of the unknown Bell state. Interestingly, single copy of this 8-qubit state can also be prepared from 2 ebits of free entanglement. We now describe a simple process of this state. Alice and Bob first start with the following shared 2 ebit state:
). Alice and Bob both now apply two consecutive C-NOT operations, where the first pair of qubits are taken as source, while the second and third pairs of qubits are targets. In the next step, Alice and Bob both apply locally three consecutive C-NOT operations on their respective qubits, taking the fourth pair of qubits as target (for both of these two C-NOT operations), while the first three pairs of qubits will act as source. This will directly give rise to the state ρ (4) . This result can be easily generalized for 1 → N cloning of four Bell states, using the shared ancilla state
This ancilla state ρ (N +1) has N ebits of distillable entanglement when N is even, and N −1 for N odd. But ρ (N +1) being reversible [9] , ρ (N +1) can be prepared using N and N − 1 ebits for even and odd cases respectively.
V. New examples of quasi-pure states
Using these above results of cloning we now provide some new examples of quasi-pure states, each of which is reversible. Consider the following 2n party entangled state (where n is odd)
where, for all the n copies of the Bell state |B i , one qubit is with Alice, while the other qubit is with Bob, and where 0
for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4. This state can be preared by the following process. Consider the following density matrix ρ B = 1 → n cloning operation, the final state will become ρ(p). So the entanglement cost [11, 12] E c of the state ρ(p) will be at most (n − 1). But now Alice and Bob locally apply (n − 1) no. of consecutive C-NOT operations on their respective sets of qubits (where the n-th qubit pair is taken as the target and each of the first (n − 1) qubit pairs are taken as source), and then they locally distinguish the two sets of Bell states {|B 1 , |B 2 }, {|B 3 , |B 4 } in the target qubit pairs. This will then directly give rise to (n − 1) copies of |B 1 or |B 3 (depending upon the measurement outcomes), and hence, (n − 1) ebits of entanglement can be distilled from ρ(p) (see also [9] ). Hence, for this state, entanglement cost and distillable entanglement are same (and its value is equal to (n − 1)), providing an example of reversibility.
VI. Some new irreversible states
Now we generalize the example of irreversibility in [13] , to the case where n no. of Bell states are involved. It has been shown in [13] that for the state
where 0 < p < 1 and p = 1 2
. Thus we have here
Next we consider the state
. And we are going to show now that E c (σ n ) > E D (σ n ). First of all, we show that σ n can be prepared locally from the state σ 1 together with (n − 1) ebits of free entanglement |B 1 ⊗(n−1) . In this direction, first both Alice and Bob locally apply the Hadamard transformation on the respective qubits of the state σ 1 . Thus we will have the following transformation
Now both Alice and Bob use C-NOT operations locally and sequentially, where the source qubit belongs to the state σ 1 , while the target qubits will come from each of the (n − 1) Bell states |B 1 (see the case of cloning of the two Bell states |B 1 and |B 3 ). Thus we have now the following transformation:
≡ σ ′ n (say). Again Alice and Bob will locally apply Hadamard transformations on each of the n qubits of their sides, so finally, we will have the desired state σ n . As the transformation σ 1 ⊗ P [|B 1 ⊗(n−1) ] → σ n has been achieved above by using local unitary transformation U A ⊗V B in the Alice : Bob cut, therefore, E c (σ n ) = E c (σ 1 ⊗ P [|B 1 ⊗(n−1) ]) (in the Alice : Bob cut). And, as from equation (17) of ref. [14] , it is known that E c (σ 1 ⊗ P [|B 1
On the other hand, using the reverse local unitary operation U † A ⊗V † B , we have the following transformation:
And so,
. Now considering the invariance under local unitary operations and subadditivity property of relative entropy of entanglement E R (.), [15] . And, as E R (.) is an upper bound of E D (.) [16] , therefore, [11] , and also E R (σ 1 ) = 1 − H 2 (p) [15] ). But as we can distill E D (σ 1 ) ebit of entanglement from a single copy of σ 1 , therefore, from the state σ 1 ⊗ P [|B 1 ⊗(n−1) ], we can distill at least E D (σ 1 ) + (n − 1) ebits of entanglement. And so,
Using equations (6), (7) and (8), we have E c (σ n ) > E D (σ n ). Hence the state σ n is irreversible.
VII. Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that the minimum resource (in terms of free entanglement) required to make 1 → N copy cloning by LOCC of unknown Bell states, from any known set of two Bell states, is (N − 1). On the other hand, it has been shown here that the minimum resource required to make 1 → N copy cloning by LOCC of unknown Bell states, from the set of four Bell states, is different for odd and even cases. In even case it is just equal to N ebit whereas in odd case it is (N − 1). We have also given here new examples of reversible states as well as irreversible states, formed by using multiple copies of Bell states.
Our results show that in order to have 1 → N exact cloning of any given set of three Bell states, it is necessary to have at least (N − 1) ebits of free entanglement in the shared ancilla state, while N ebits of free entanglement (in the shared ancilla state) is sufficient in this case, if N is even, and (N − 1) ebits of free entanglement (in the shared ancilla state) is sufficient in this case, if N is odd. Existence of more tight bound on the sufficient condition, in this case, is an open question.
